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Abstract-Vertex cache of programmable geometry processor The proposed architecture of vertex cache is divided into
is proposed and implemented. The proposed vertex cache is pre-TnL vertex cache and post-TnL vertex cache; TnL
organized into pre-TnL vertex cache and post-TnL vertex implies Transformation and Lighting, i.e. geometric
cache. The pre-TnL vertex cache reduces 32.8% geometry operations. Before geometry processing, the pre-TnL vertex
bandwidth by reusing fetched vertices with 32 entries. The cache stores 32 vertices and fetches 4 consecutive vertices
post-TnL vertex cache improves the performance of a from an external memory on a miss. It reduces on the
geometry processor by reusing recently processed vertices with average of 32.8% geometry bandwidth by reusing and
16 entries. Its performance gain is 1.69 on the average. 1.9k prefetching vertices. Consecutive memory accesses on a
logic gates and 12kB single port SRAM are required for their cache miss can improve the efficiency of memory access by
implementation in 0.18um CMOS technology, utilizing burst transfer mode of DRAM or bus. After

geometry processing, the post-TnL vertex cache stores 16
I. INTRODUCTION recently processed vertices and reuses them to remove

.
gra s hredundant geometric operations. Besides the performance3D graphics has a key role in home and mobile digital ...

entertainment era. In addition to PC platform and game gain of 1.69, it is also used as output buffer of a geometry
processor to reduce hardware cost. Both vertex caches areconsole, 3D graphics processors are implemented in mobile implemented with Verilog HDL and synthesized in 0.18um

phone, mobile game console, and personal media players CMOS technology. They consist of 1.9k logic gates and
lately. Since the 3D graphics processor executes very data- 12kB single port SRAM (8kB pre-TnL vertex cache and 4kB
intensive operations for vertex or pixel streams, it requires a
huge number of memory accesses to fetch geometry or
texture image data and to read/write color or depth from a The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
frame buffer. For better visual quality, more geometry and Section II, background about vertex cache is explained.
texture image data need to be processed. However, current Section III presents the proposed pre-/post-TnL vertex cache
memory system cannot support enough bandwidth required architecture. Section IV shows the simulation and
by the 3D graphics processor. This problem is more critical implementation results. We conclude our work in Section V.
in the embedded systems which use shared bus architecture;
many IPs (Intellecture Properties) compete with each other in II. BACKGROUND
using a single bus layer.

The common primitive for real-time 3D graphics is the
Various techniques have been proposed to reduce triangle mesh; 3D objects are constructed with a number of

memory bandwidth of the 3D graphics processor. Vertex triangles. Since each mesh vertex is shared by 6 adjacent
cache reduces geometry data transfer by reusing the vertices triangles on the average, memory and transfer requirements
once they are fetched [1]. Texture cache reuses the loaded are different depending on the mesh representation methods
texture image data which have more temporal and spatial such as independent triangles, triangle strips, indexed
locality than geometry data [5]. Early depth test is also useful triangles, and indexed triangle strips [1]; 6 repeated fetches
to reduce the memory bandwidth by removing hidden pixels for the same vertex may be required in the worst condition.
as soon as possible [4]. In this paper, we address the Generally indexed triangle strip shows the best result with an
hardware architecture of the vertex cache which is efficient mesh generation algorithm and some size of vertex
implemented with our programmable geometry processor [8] cache. A number of mesh generation algorithms have been
and verifies its advantage with simulation results. proposed [1][2]. In this paper, we focus on the architecture of
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Figure 1. Analysis of the generated indexed triangle strip of a bunny as DRAM while providing enough cache hit ratio. Burst
model (1015 vertices, 3614 triangles) (a) index variation as the index
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coverage of index jumps for 8, 16, and 32 cache entries accesses more beneficial than separate accesses [7]. Thus,
the pre-TnL vertex cache needs to prefetch a number of

vertex cache for hardware implementation, not on the mesh consecutive vertex data by using the burst mode. Fig. 1 (a)
generation algorithm, plots the index distribution of a test model generated by

. . ~NVTriStrip. As the index sequence advances, indicesNVTriStrip program is used to generate and optimize the .inrease Astle ith aelittle futation (narrow
trianglemehes of tes models [6 .Nvda a mao 3 ncrease almost linearly with a little fluctuation (narrowtriangle~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~^mehe oftsoes[]Nii,amjr3 ndex Jump). However, there are several abrupt variations in

graphics hardware vender, distributes it for their 3D graphics index jump). The pre-tn verite ch
processors which have 16 or 24 cache entries. We decide tovertex cache

use it because of reasonable size of target vertex cache and must operate efficiently in both conditions. In Fig. 1 (b), theuse t bcaue oresonbleSiz oftaret ertx ccheand distribution of A\index is illustrated. Small A\index implies
its popularity. The generated meshes are analyzed to design in of pand llrae S index implies
appropriate hardware architecture with optimal size of the narrow index Jump and large Atnmdex implies wide index
cache. jump. From Fig. 1, the optimal size of the pre-TnL vertex

cache is 32 entries; 81% index variations are covered by 32
Although previous studies assumed vertex cache to be a entries and the coverage does not increase as much as before

unified architecture, actual hardware implementation is with more than 32 entries.
organized with pre-TnL vertex cache and post-TnL vertex
cache. The pre-TnL vertex cache is a prefetching buffer that Since the remained 190% of index variations are wide
reuses fetched vertices and makes memory accesses index jumps, another technique must handle it with the
consecutive. The post-TnL vertex cache removes redundant specified cache size. We organize 32 entries into 8 slots;
geometric operations by reusing processed vertices, each slot has 4 entries. The hardware architecture of pre-TnL
Programmable geometry processor, so called vertex shader cache and its operation on a read hit are shown in Fig. 2. The
is implemented between two vertex caches. Hardware vertex fetcher sends a 16-bit index to the pre-TnL vertex
reduction is accomplished by sharing output buffer of the cache to fetch an input vertex. The index is split into two
vertex shader with a part of the post-TnL vertex cache. parts: most significant 14-bit as a tag and least significant 2-

bit as an offset. The tag is compared with 8 tags in the cache
and the result of the comparison is a 3-bit slot number on a

III. PRE-/PosT-TNL VERTEX CACHE ARCHITECTURE hit. The offset is used to select a vertex from 4 vertices in a
Cslot. On a cache miss,a slot is totally replaced by 4
consecutive vertices by the replacement scheme of FIFO

Since the pre-TnL vertex cache directly accesses an which shows better hit ratio of vertex cache in 3D graphics
external memory as a front-end of geometry processor, it than LRU [1]. In the case of narrow index jump, slots have
must be designed to be adaptive to the external memory such consecutive vertex data (e.g. tags in the cache are { 1 1, 12, 13,
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Index <16> from vertex fetcher
TABLE I. TEST MODEL SPECIFICATIONS AND THE PROPORTION OF

REPEATED INDICES indices in cache
<16>

model bunny teapot cat oil pump index of vrnl h
# of vertices 1015 4255 4539 10274 index of v2 ht /(fetchemiss
# of triangles 3614 12521 13497 30785 to vertex fetcher
Repeated 71.88 66.00 66.36 66.62 index of v15
indices (Oo) 7 6 6 66.62

index of v16 SRAM address <4>v,;; 0.9 __,____
u 0 08 ,_ _._ ,, . . . _-, ., . - - - .,vertex data array -------------- 16 recently
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o Interval between two same indices Figure 4. The architecture of post-TnL cache and its operation on a cache
hit. <#> implies the number of bits.

Figure 3. Distribution of cumulative count of repeated indices according
to intervals between two same indices the post-TnL vertex cache is constructed with a multiple of 4

entries. From Fig. 3, 16 entries are the optimal size of the14, 15, 16, 17, 18}) and operate like a prefetching buffer post-TnL vertex cache that is divided into 4 slots. Its
which stores 32 consecutive vertices. When indices are replacement scheme is also FIFO due to the same reason
dispersed, slots may have non-consecutive vertex data (e.g. with the pre-TnL vertex cache.
tags in the cache are {10, 14, 30, 28, 13, 45, 46, 17}) and can
handle wide index jump. However, they still manage narrow The hardware architecture of post-TnL vertex cache is
index jump with 4 entries in a single slot. shown in Fig. 4. The post-TnL vertex cache stores 16 indices

of recently processed vertices to check cache hit. When a
B. Post-TnL Vertex Cache new vertex is fetched, the cache takes a new 16-bit index

In Table I, the proportions of indices twice or more from a vertex fetcher and compares it with 16 stored indices.
occurred in the index sequences are illustrated for various If the incoming index is found in the cache, hit signal will be
test models.I is 67.72% on the average,thatis,maximally transferred to the vertex fetcher and the next index will be

67*720 fetched without processing the current vertex. Therefore, the3.10 performance gain can be achieved by the post-TnL .
p

cahof whc siz is ifnt. To decide proper cache size, eometry processor avoids repeated geometric operations forcachof which size is infinite. To decide propercache si the same vertex. On a cache miss, the corresponding vertexwe plot the distribution of cumulative count of repeated
w

index according to intervals between two same indices (Fig. will be fetched from the pre-TnL vertex cache or an external
3). As the interval increases, larger size of post-TnL vertex v memry inocinput bf riofthegeo merproc e.Afte
cache is required to make a cache hit. The graph steeply epromety processing,from the post-TnL vertex cache toincreases from 0 to 15 and then slowly increases for all test processedtvertices fothe post-TnLex cahe t
models. Therefore, the optimal cache size is near 15 entries
in consideration of both hit ratio and hardware cost.

C. Vertex Fetch with Pre-/Post-TnL Cache
The geometry processor in front of the post-TnL vertex When the vertex fetcher fetches a new vertex to input

cache is multi-threaded architecture [3]. The multi-threaded buffer of the geometry processor, it checks both pre-TnLarchitecture consists of multiple memories such as vertex cache and post-TnL vertex cache. There are fourinput/output buffer, temporal register, and so on with a single combinations of hit check results of pre-/post-TnL vertex
datapath to improve datapath usage and performance. Since cache. The bracket below implies [Pre-TnL vertex cache
multiple vertices are processed simultaneously in the multi- hit/miss, Post-TnL vertex cache hit/miss].
threaded architecture, multiple output buffers are required to
store processed vertices. However, the processed output * [hit, hit]: no external memory access (i.e., bandwidth
vertices are also stored in the post-TnL vertex cache. We saving), no vertex fetch to input buffer (i. e.,
merge output buffer of the geometry processor with the post- performance improvement).
TnL vertex cache to remove hardware overhead that stores
the same data. Our geometry processor is 4 threaded and * [hit, miss]: no external memory access, vertex fetch
output buffer stores 4 vertices at the same time. Therefore, to input buffer and TnL processing of that vertex.
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Figure 6. Performance improvement by post-TnL vertex according to
* [miss, hit]: no external memory access, no vertex various cache size

fetch to input buffer.
is for the pre-TnL vertex cache with 32 entries and 4kB is for* [miss, miss]: external memory access, vertex fetch to th post -TnL vertex cache with16 entries The operatefat

inu bufe afe filn.h orsodn r-n
the post-TnL vertex cache with 16 entries. They operate atinput buffer after filling the corresponding pre-TnL 10M zi.h os oeaigcniin

cache slot, and then TnL processing of that vertex.

When both vertex caches are missed, the external V. CONCLUSION
memory access is processed through host interface or bus. We have proposed the vertex cache architecture of

programmable geometry processor for bandwidth saving and
IV. RESULTS performance improvement. The proposed vertex cache is

The proposed vertex cache is implemented with Verilog organized into pre-/post-TnL vertex cache. The pre-TnL
HDL. 4 test models are generated by NVTriStrip program. vertex cache reduces 32.8% geometry bandwidth by reusing
Their specifications are summarized in Table I. fetched vertices with 32 entries. And it also utilizes the burst

transfer mode for the efficiency of external memory access.
At first, bandwidth saving by the pre-TnL vertex cache is The post-TnL vertex cache improves the performance of

measured for various organizations (Fig. 5). All consist of 32 geometry processor by reusing recently processed vertices
entries, but they have different number of slots. The with 16 entries. Its performance gain is 1.69 on the average.
implementation with 8 or 16 slots shows the effect of They are implemented with Verilog HDL and synthesized in
bandwidth saving. As the number of slots increases, cache O.18um CMOS technology. 1.9k logic gates and 12kB single
hit ratio increases while burst length for consecutive memory port SRAM are required for the implementation.
access is shortened. To utilize both caching and burst transfer
mode, the pre-TnL vertex cache is organized into 8 slots
each of which has 4 entries. On the average, 32.8% REFERENCES
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